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About This Content

Welcome to Trauma, the second add-on content pack for Alien: Isolation. This pack features three all-new maps for Survivor
Mode, a time-based challenge to test your skills.

Face off against a range of enemies across the medical bays of Sevastopol station. Will you evade, distract or confront them?
You'll have to act fast if you want to survive.

- Three new maps, including a claustrophobic scramble through the Sevastopol vents.
- Play as Chief Medical Officer Lingard and get faster access to Medikits and distraction IEDs.

- Destroy any trace of your research and save the survivors on the station.
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Title: Alien: Isolation - Trauma
Genre: Action
Developer:
Creative Assembly, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32bit)

Processor: 3.16Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo E8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB (AMD Radeon HD 5550 or Nvidia GeForce GT 430)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian
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No. Just no. It has very bad gameplay and when you do build something you cant make it work. So I have to say no to this
game.. Hope the developers will spend more time in making this game great, it is in Early Access since 2016.. This game is fun
but needs some more work, such as a multiplayer mode.. It's simple, the graphics are ugly, it lacks a sense of progression, but it's
fun...
I got it for free, I got some cards, and I enjoyed it... I probably won't be playing it much more though...

. Pretty good, I don't know what else to write, hi
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A wonderful addition to the Fate franchise. Much of my childhood was spent playing Fate and Fate Undiscovered Realm. This
game managed to recapture the great adventures I had doing quests for the people of Grove.. Amazing game! Fast-paced, simple
fun!. Interesting characters with unique passives. please don't make the same mistake
 that I made and misread the ace pack for planes instead of mods--I thought I was buying planes but I bought mods!! for planes I
don't have---I tryed to get rise of flight to exchange the purchase but to no avail---be ware shoppers!!!!. If you are a Philip
K.♥♥♥♥♥♥fan, this is definitely worth playing. This does a good job of capturing the weirdness of PKD without directly
copying much of anything. It's a combination of a walking simulator with object hunting and weird fiction. The object hunting
can get frustrating, but it is doable.. Best 0,19€ I have ever spent!. When you end a mission the game shuts down completely.
This is a bug which should have been corrected with a previous update but it clearly was not fixed. Apart from that the game is
'StrikeFighters' with different aircraft and the desert coloured green, StrikeFighters dos'nt have the bug.. So much nostalgia.
Totally worth 8 bucks.. (Front Mission Evolved - Last Stand Mode)

Last Stand modes are pretty interesting and I think this one is decently well set up... except that it relies on your multiplayer rank
to determine what parts you can use, and gives you no points towards it. With ranked multiplayer being super dead (and
basically dead on arrival, as well), the Last Stand mode is unfortunately basically unplayable, which is a real shame.
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